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Why Self Care
Hey Sis, how are you feeling? Don’t give me the answer you tell everyone else, let’s be honest
with each other. How are you really feeling? If you’re anything like me you may be feeling like
you have more things on your to-do list than there are hours in the day. Worse yet, the one item
that often gets pushed off is “me time”. You know what I'm talking about; that thirty to sixty
minutes that you really need to recharge your batteries but rarely get.

Don’t worry, you’re not alone. Unfortunately, many of us struggle to prioritize our own well
being, even when we know how important it is. Instead we focus on all of the things that we
have to do for all of the people in our lives. As noble as we think we are being, we are really
setting ourselves up for failure. Consider how much better you would be as a mother, wife,
sister, friend or daughter if you felt your best. Consider how much more productive you would
be as an employee or the badass girl boss if you took time to nourish your mind and your body.

If I was a betting woman I would guess that everyone and everything in your life would benefit
greatly if you were to show up each day as your absolute best self. Though you may never
admit it, right now, you are not at your best. You may not be struggling in all of the areas that
we will cover in this workbook, but a struggle even in just one area can have lasting effects.
When it comes to self care, the goal is to be wholly well and to be wholly beautiful. In this way
you will be the best version of you that you could possibly be.

The Self Care Master Plan is a guide to help you map out practical ways to make sure are able
to operate as your highest self everyday. It is designed to help you craft a plan that you can
stick to. These are not hard and fast rules, but rather guidelines and known best practices that
will allow you to set terms that work for you.

Only you can decide what self care means for you. Only you can decide what the best
exercise program, diet plan and beauty routine is for your life. The goal of this workbook is to
help you work through that decision making process by providing tips and strategies that lead
you in the right direction.

So,are you ready to take better care of yourself? Are you ready to put you at the top of your
to-do list? I’ll take that as a yes. Now let’s get started.
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The Plan
With anything, progress is often a slow process and if you want to make sustainable changes in
your life, it is best to do them incrementally. This guide will break down our three pillars of
practical self care down over the course of four weeks. This will allow you to implement just
one or two new things at a time to prevent overwhelm.

Each week you will work on building self care into a different area of your life. Each week
builds on the previous week so that at the end of the four weeks you will have developed your
own master plan for thriving and not merely surviving. There is also a pre and post plan
assessment that will hep you to gauge your progress over the next four weeks. These
assessments can also be used periodically to help you check in with yourself and determine if
you need to adjust the plan.

This guide focuses on self care as it relates to mind, body and beauty. Well all know the
importance of having a healthy mind and body. Without them we would not be able to survive
yet alone thrive. But let's be real, as women we put a lot of stock into what we look like.
Furthermore, our perceived beauty can give us a mental boost or sink our mood.

In this guide, our approach to beauty as self care is not about the superficial, but rather it is
about being conscious about and attentive to all of our needs. As you work to define what
wellness self care means to you, you will also be able to define what beauty means to you.

Week one will focus on the mind because as your mind goes so does everything else. The
reason so many of us struggle with making ourselves a priority is because we have been
conditioned to believe that we must put everyone ahead of ourselves.

Society has conditioned us to believe that we must be givers, the caretakers and the problem
solvers. It has taught us to be strong, resilient and dependable. Well what society forgot to
mention was that in order for us to do and be all those things; we must also be in good working
order.

Poor mental health clouds our decision making ability, it ruins our organizational skills and kills
our productivity. This guide will help you to develop methods for maintaining good mental
health. It will also help you to be able to identify when it's time to seek help.
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In week two we will address self care as it relates to your eating and sleeping habits. One of
the main reasons our bodies go into survival mode is because it is overworked and/or
undernourished. The larger issue is that with our never ending to-do lists, it becomes more
more difficult to break that cycle.

This guide will walk you through how making a few small changes to your schedule and eating
habits can have a huge affect on how you feel and therefore how you function in life. You will
also get three easy recipes that are nutrient dense and super convenient. by the end of the
week you will be wondering why you hadn't done this sooner.

Week three brings what I believe to be the biggest hurdle for many of us and that is exercise.
Most of us have a love/hate relationship with exercising. Not to many people are ambivalent to
it and if they are, it usually means they avoid it. or the sake of self care, we will view exercise
through the lense of maintaining the body. We're not trying to make you a fitness model or a
personal trainer. The goal instead is to be healthy and to have a body that can hold up to all
that life has for you. Not only will this guide help you to identify physical activities that you can
do to maintain your body, but will also help you to maximize the mental benefits that come
from exercise.

Finally we will address selfcare as it relates to beauty, not in a superficial way, but more as the
icing on the proverbial cake. Think of yourself as a house, your beauty routine is like your
landscaping plan. While its not essential to the house being in good working order, you feel a
lot better about the house as a whole when the landscaping is well maintained.

This guide will help you to develop an easy to maintain beauty routine that is as good for your
health as it is for your skin. I know you have a million things to do and pampering yourself may
not rank high on that list; but I promise that this beauty routine will be one that will want to
keep.
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Where are you?
In order to know how far you have come, you must first know where you started. The five
questions on this page will help you to determine where you are on your self care journey.
Knowing where you are will allow you to craft a better plan. You may realize that you already
have some good self care habits in place to build off of. You may also realize that you are in
pure survival mode and are crafting a plan from scratch.

Wherever you are in this process, remember that this is a marathon, not a sprint. You only goal
is to move yourself closer to thriving in all areas of your life.

1. On a scale of 1-10 how would you rate your mental and emotional well being?

Not Well At All
1

2

Living My Best Life
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. On a scale of 1-10 how would you rate your physical wellbeing?

Not Well At All
1

2

Living My Best Life
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. On a scale of 1-10 how much does your lifestyle contribute to your ability to be well in all
areas of your life?

Not Well At All
1

2

Living My Best Life
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. On the average week, how much time do you spend doing things that you truly enjoy that
are just for you?

5. On the average week, how much time do you spend feeling stressed out or overwhelmed?

START WITH WHY!
There is a reason you decided to embark on this

journey of taking better care of your body.

Being clear about that reason will help to serve as motivation for you when things get hard
(and they will get hard.) Your why will also center you when you're feeling the high of success.
In those moments, remembering your why will keep you from chasing vanity over health.

Use the space below to write out your why. Be as specific as you can.
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Assessing Your Starting Point
The fact that you have this workbook tells me that you are not fully living your best life. While
you may be thriving is some areas of your life, there are other areas that are in need of some
work. With that being said, your interpretation of your answers to the previous questions will
help to determine how well you can recover in those struggling areas.

There are two ways that you can asses the results of the previous questions. You can look at
your score, become discouraged by your reality and acquiesce to a life of merely surviving. The
other option is to look at the results and say, "now I can see what I'm dealing with and make a
plan of attack".

To tally your results take an average of the first three questions. What is your score?

If your average rating is 4 or less then you are in pure survival mode. Your life is no longer
about chasing your dreams or enjoying the moment. It has instead become about getting
through the day and on to the next one. You are likely short on joy and high on stress. This is no
way to live, it is no way to function and if you don't make some changes soon, you are headed
for some long term health issues.

If your average rating is 5-7 then you are like most of us and things could be better, but they
could also be worse. In some areas of your life you are probably winning, or at least not failing.
Other areas of your life however may be hanging on by a thread. Either way, you now have a
better understanding of the work that you need to do.

If you scored

and 8+ , congratulations. You have become pretty good at this self care stuff

and are probably just looking for ways to stay fresh. You understand that being well requires
daily work and if you don't put in the work you could easily slip back down the scale.

Your answers to the last two questions should coincide with your average of the first three. If
you are the type of person that spends at least thirty minutes each day doing things you love
and spend little time feeling overwhelmed the you likely scored above five. The indirect
correlation between time spent caring for self and feelings of stress and overwhelm are no
accident.

Now that we know where we are starting, lets put that plantogether.

Starting Stats
HOW MUCH TIME DID
YOU SPEND DOING
THINGS YOU LOVE

AVERAGE MINUTES
OF EXERCISE

AVERAGE
WATER INTAKE

AVERAGE HOURS
OF SLEEP

AVERAGE DAILY
SERVINGS OF FRUITS
AND VEGGIES
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LET'S SET SOME GOALS
What are we striving for? What is it that you would like to accomplish as it relates to your self
care? Are you aiming for better quality sleep, more exercise or a healthier diet? What ever your
goals are make sure they are SMART goals. SMART goals are Specific, Measurable, Attainable,
Relevant and Timely (have a time

constraint). Try to limit yourself to three goals, any more than

that and you will likely overwhelm yourself.

Goal #1

Goal #2

Goal #3
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It's In Your Head
No, I am not suggesting that you are making up how you feel. Instead I want to point out that
the state of your mental health will largely determine if you are surviving or if you are thriving.
You could have a perfectly balanced diet, work out every day and take great care of your skin;
but if you have a poor mental state none of that will matter. You brain will convince you that
everything is wrong.

This next section will help you to work through some of the mental blocks that may be holding
you back.

Acknowledged your struggles: In what ways have you struggled with you mental or emotional
health?

Express Gratitude: What are you most grateful for in your life?

Celebrate Your

Wins: What have you recently accomplished that you are really proud of?
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REPLACING THE GUILT
One of the ways we can replace the negative thoughts we have surrounding spending time on ourselves is to
be reminded of what we gain versus what we loose. In this exercise take a few minutes and list all of the
reasons you typically give yourself not to have “me time”. In the other column, list all of the benefits of having
time to rest, relax and rejuvenate yourself.

If you are being honest with yourself the positives should out weight the perceived negatives. Use this list as
a reminder when you begin to talk yourself out of that massage or trip to the gym. Refer back to it as often
as you need to until self care becomes a natural part of your lifestyle.

REASONS

I

DONT

HAVE

TIME

FOR

ME

BENEFITS

OF

TAKING

CARE

OF

ME
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Food Is Fuel
Food can be one of those sensitive subjects. Many of us have a

deep, emotional relationship

with food. However, for better or for worse it is essential for sustaining life, it is our fuel and we
should choose wisely. Even though you may have the best of intentions, food is often one of
those things that gets left to convenience when we are short on time. The problem is that
convenient food is not always the best fuel.

Good food, the type of food that we should be eating to perform at the superhuman levels we
are expected to, requires preparation. If you search pinterest you will see thousands of post
about meal prep for breakfast lunch and dinner. If you can find a way to fit meal prep into your
schedule then I highly recommend it. If you need to ease your way into things, then here are
some tips to make sure your are fueling your body well.

Tip 1: Start with Snacks
Many of us can handle making three meals a day. Where we fall short and reach for junk food
is when we need that morning or afternoon snack. Luckily the easiest thing to prep is snacks.
When choosing snacks, keep a few things in mind. Look for high protein options that balance
fat and carbs; like granola and yogurt or trail mix. Choose options that travel well like sliced
fruit and veggies. Also, make sure you build in variety, otherwise by day three you will want to
ditch your prepared snack for the donuts in the break room.

Tip 2: Automate Breakfast
Once you have your snacks down the next thing would be to automate breakfast. Baked
oatmeal, muffins and fruit smoothies are always good options. Just like your snack you want
high protein with a balance of carbs and fat. If you can prepare a healthy grab and go
breakfast you are more like to eat breakfast. Furthermore, starting your body off with good fuel
in the morning helps to provide you with enough energy to make it through the day. Skipping
breakfast will only cause you issues later.

Tip 3: Don’t Forget Your Water
Our bodies are sixty percent water.That water gets used and secreted by our organs. How well
do you think our bodies would function if we didn't replenish that water. It would be like trying
to drive a car that didn't have oil; you’re asking for trouble. Getting adequate water can be
challenging, especially if you aren’t used to drinking water. One option is to eat foods that
contain high amounts of water like celery and watermelon. Another option is to flavor your
water with fruit and herbs to make it taste better. Whatever you have to do, just make sure you
get your water.

THIS WEEKS MEALS
BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

MON D A Y

TUESDAY

WE D N E S D A Y

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY
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This weeks workout plan
TUESDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
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Exercise Is Key
Other than eating well and getting adequate rest, exercise is one of the most essential parts
of being well. It’s benefits extend beyond the physical and can help your mental and emotional
state as well. As much as we know we need exercise, it can be easy to overlook, especially
when we have a jam packed schedule to contend with. Here are some simple ways to get a
workout in, even when you think you don’t have time.

Tip 1: Find An Activity You Enjoy

When exercise is part of something we truly enjoy, we tend to make time for it. For instance
take a zumba or dance class if you love to dance. Try a spin class if you prefer to cycle or go
for a swim if you enjoy the water. The less you dread doing it, the more likely you are to stick
with it.

Tip 2: Get An Accountability Partner

Another option would be to get an app if you’re not really into people. The point is to have
someone or something to answer to when you skip a workout or are feeling unmotivated. There
are lots of personal training apps that will not only give you workout suggestions but will also
send reminders and keep track of progress. An actual person would be ideal, but only if you
can find someone who won’t judge you for having a bad day.

Tip 3: Give Yourself Some Grace

The way most of our lives are set up we are bound to miss a workout or two. The key is to not
dwell on the misses and do your best to show up the next day. Self judgement can often be
worse than the judgement of other and cause us to quit. Allow yourself the grace to have some
misses without giving up altogether.

Using the following page, plan out your workouts for the next week. Get creative with the
activities you choose and build in lots of variety, especially if boerdome will derail your efforts.
After you have a plan, set appointments in your calendar for each workout so that you are sure
not to schedule anything else in its place. Also don’t forget to set the reminder. Set one for one
hour before, so that you can wrap up the previous task and one for fifteen minutes before so
you can prepare.
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Bring The Spa Home
With all the things on your to do list and all the stress that life can bring, sometimes we just
need a time out. We need to afford ourselves the opportunity to pamper ourselves and
recharge our batteries. Having the right beauty routine can allow you to build that “time out”
into your daily schedule. It doesn’t matter if you are a minimalist or a product junkie, this
routine will have your home feeling like your favorite spa.

Daily Maintenance

On a daily basis you should cleanser your face twice a day, use a good moisturizer and protect
your skin with SPF. The simple act of washing away the dirt can be symbolic for washing away
the stress of the day. Add an aromatherapy candle for added relaxation during your night time
routine to set the tone for bed.

Twice Per Week

Body scrubs are a great way to revive the skin, especially coffee scrubs. Twice a week,
exfoliate your entire body. You can use a scrub, cloth or dry brush; just be sure to moisturize
well when you are done. Exfoliating does for your skin what a massage does for your muscles,
it can be a truly relaxing experience.

Weekly

On a weekly basis, exfoliate your face and apply a face mask. It’s like giving yourself a mini
facial and will also keep your skin glowing. Clay masks are always a great option when looking
to draw out impurities but if you are short on time, sheet masks are another great option.

Periodically

Other spa like options that can help you relax include facials steams, detox baths and foot
soaks, and at home pedicures. These are all simple things you can do in the twenty to thirty
minutes before you go to bed that can help you relax after a long day. Adding essential oil
diffusers or aromatherapy candles can also help the relaxation factor.

On the following page plan out your beauty treatments for the week. Be sure to add calendar
reminders to help keep you on track. Overtime they will become like second nature to you.

GOAL OF THE
DAY

Daily Habits Tracker
Date:

QUALITY OF
SLEEP

WORKOUT
COMPLETED

WATER INTAKE

SELF CARE
ACTIVITIES

THOUGHTS
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THIS WEEKS SHOPPING LIST
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PRAYER & MEDITATION
In the moments when we aren't sure which way to go, in the hours when we feel overwhelmed, the
best thing we can do is pray. Asking God to
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